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Portion for the 1st Term Exam- 2014/15.

Language

Orals- Recognition of letters A – Z (Capital letters)
Recognition of small letters (a – z)
Recognition of blends of a, o, i vowels.

Written- Writing of capital letters – A-Z (Excluding letters U, J and S.)
Other concepts from language work book-
1. Look at the picture and write the correct capital letter.
2. Look at the picture circle the correct letter.
3. Look at the small letter and write the capital letter.
4. Match the letters capital to small.
5. Look at the letter and colour the correct picture.

Number Work-

Orals- Recitation & Recognition of numbers – 1 to 50.
Number names 1 to 5.

Written-Missing numbers 1 to 5.
Mathematical concepts from work book covered till date.
1. Count and match – numbers to objects.
2. Look at the number and draw correct number of objects.
3. Write the missing numbers.
4. Count the objects and write the numbers.
5. Match the sets of objects. (1 to 5)

Oral exam will be conducted for EVS

Rhymes related to the projects completed till date.